In this paper, we propose a method to improve the spatial resolution of video sequences. Our approach is inspired by previous image hallucination work [12] . There are two main contributions of the proposed method. First, the information from cameras with different spatial-temporal resolutions is combined in our framework. This is achieved by constructing training dictionary using the high resolution images captured by still camera and the low resolution video is enhanced via searching in this scene-specific database. Since the dictionary is customized to a particular scene instead of built from arbitrary images, it has fewer but more representative samples. Second, we enforce the spatio-temporal constraints using the conditional random field (CRF) and the problem of video super-resolution is posed as finding the high resolution video that maximizes the conditional probability. We apply the algorithm to video sequences taken from different scenes and the results demonstrate that our approach can synthesize high quality super-resolution videos.
Introduction
A video camera must produce images at a reasonable frame-rate and with reasonable depth of field. These requirements impose physical limits on the spatial density of image detectors. Except for expensive, professional quality ones, consumer-level video cameras can produce only low resolution videos. Super-resolution is the term generally applied to the problem of transcending the physical limitations of imaging systems through the use of image processing algorithms, which has become an active research topic in computer vision and image processing communities lately. Super-resolution techniques have many applications ranging from video quality enhancement, object recognition to image compression.
Most of the previous super-resolution algorithms employ the reconstruction-based approach [6] [10] [5] [1] , which requires multiple low resolution images to be aligned in subpixel accuracy. Therefore, an accurate alignment is the key to the success of reconstructionbased methods. However, in practice, it is challenging for this type of methods to handle arbitrary video sequences because they commonly use simple global parametric transformations (e.g., affine transform), which are not capable of modeling dynamic videos that contain complex object motions.
Learning-based methods have been successfully applied to both image and video super-resolution recently [4] [12] [8] [13] [2] [3] . The basic idea is to assemble a large database of patch pairs from high resolution images and their corresponding smoothed and down-sampled ones. The dictionary can then be used to increase the resolution of images and videos by adding appropriate high frequency information via a search procedure.
Inspired by primal sketch-based image hallucination [16], we propose a novel video super-resolution method for both static and dynamic video sequences with two main contributions:
• The training dictionary is constructed from the scene itself instead of general image pairs. This is achieved by selecting high spatial resolution images captured by still cameras as training examples and using them to enhance the low resolution video sequences captured by video cameras. Thus, information from different types of cameras with different spatio-temporal resolutions is combined in a principle and elegant way.
• The introduction of spatio-temporal constraint based on conditional random field (CRF) to regularize the super-resolution results and enforce consistency both in spatial and temporal dimensions. Therefore, the results are much smoother and more continuous compared with independent reconstruction of each frame.
2 The Approach
Motivation
The motivation of the proposed method is based on two observations. The first observation is that cameras of different spatio-temporal resolutions can provide complementary information. Therefore, we can combine information obtained by still cameras (which have very high spatial-resolution, but extremely low temporal-resolution), with information obtained from standard video cameras (which have low spatial-resolution but higher temporal resolution), to obtain an improved video sequences of higher resolution. This principle is employed in [11] for space-time video super-resolution , which increases the resolution both in time and in space by combining information from multiple video sequences of dynamic scenes. However, the method requires the input sequences have subpixel spatial and sub-frame temporal misalignments, which is hard to achieve in practice. Indeed, with the rapid progress in image and video capturing devices, combining information captured by cameras with different spatio-temporal resolutions has become easier than ever before. Many latest digital camcorders, webcams, and cellphone cameras support dual-mode operations that can take high-resolution photos in photo-shooting mode, but low-resolution videos in video-shooting mode. We can take advantage of this functionality by operating the camera in video-shooting mode for most of the time, and switching the camera to photo-shooting mode regularly to capture high-resolution photos of the target scene
The second observation is that learning-based methods can be much more powerful when images are limited to a particular domain. Due to the intrinsic ill-posed property of super-resolution, the prior model of images plays an important role in regularizing the results. However, modeling image priors is challenging due to the high-dimensionality of images, their non-Gaussian statistics, and the need to model correlations in image structure over extended neighborhoods. The modeling complexity can be reduced remarkably if we construct the prior model on image patches instead of full-size images, and on image patches from a particular domain instead of arbitrary images. For instance, there are work [1] [3] considering super-resolving human faces only, enabling convincing results with zoom factors up to 8.
Overview of the Proposed Method
An overview of our method is shown in figure 1 . The method consists of three steps. Firstly, a buffer is filled with low resolution video frames with high resolution frames inserted at a regular time interval (such as once every second). Secondly, the inserted high resolution frames are used to construct the scene-specific dictionary. Finally, high frequency details are added to the low resolution video frames based on the scene-specific dictionary with the spatio-temporal constraints considered. As described above, capturing video sequences with periodic insertions of high-resolution frames can be accomplished by using a dual-model camera, and by periodically switching the camera between photoshooting and video-shooting modes. We enforce the spatio-temporal constraints using the Conditional Random Field (CRF) model [7] where spatial and temporal correlations between image patches are defined as cliques on the Conditional Random Field, and the constraints are enforced by introducing appropriate potential functions on these cliques. With this framework, the problem of video super-resolution is posed as finding the highresolution video V H that maximizes the conditional probability P(V H |V L , D) given the input low-resolution video V L and the scene-specific dictionary D.
Background on Primal Sketch
We give a brief introduction to the primal sketch-based hallucination method here (refer to [12] for details). The basic idea is to represent the priors of image primitives (edge, corner, etc.) using examples and the hallucination is only applied to the primitive layer. There are several reasons we care about only primitives instead of arbitrary image patches. First, according to psychological study, human visual systems are very sensitive to image primitives when going from low resolution to high resolution. Second, recent progress on natural image statistics shows that the intrinsic dimensionality of image primitives is very low. Low dimensionality makes it possible to represent well all the image primitives in natural images by a small number of examples. Finally, we want the algorithm to be fast and runs in real time.
The algorithm consists of two parts: training and inference. Given a set of high resolution images {I H }, the training starts with the creation of the corresponding low resolution images {I L } that are simulated from {I H } by blurring and down-sampling. Each training example consists of a low frequency primitive patch p l i extracted from a low resolution image and the high frequency primitive patch p h i extracted from the corresponding high resolution image. All the training examples (p l i , p h i ) are complied into a dictionary with p l i being the index and p h i being the high resolution prediction. At the inference stage, a set of low frequency primitives {p i } are first extracted from the input low resolution image. Then, a set of high frequency primitives {p h i } are retrieved from the dictionary using {p i } as the search keys through the nearest neighbor search within the dictionary. Finally, each high frequency primitive {p h i } is added to {p i } to form the high resolution image and spatial smoothness is enforced by averaging neighboring primitive patches.
Scene-specific Priors
The generalization capability of training data determines the successfulness of examplebased super-resolution. To measure the generalization capability of training data, we define two terms. The first is sufficiency, which determines whether or not an input sample can find a good match in the training dictionary. The advantage of primal-sketch over arbitrary image patch is demonstrated by the statistical analysis on an empirical data set in [12] . The conclusion is that primal sketch priors can be learned well from a number of examples that we can computationally afford. The second is predictability, which determines whether or not the high resolution patch corresponding to the input sample's nearest neighbor in the dictionary is a good prediction of what we want to infer from the input sample. For super-resolution, since many high resolution patches, when smoothed and down-sampled, will give the same low resolution patch, higher predictability also means lower randomness of this mapping relationship. In our approach, we improve both sufficiency and predictability by constructing the high resolution training data from the same scene as the input low resolution videos. The scene-specific dictionary gives us a customized prior and is adaptively updated over time. Thus, fewer examples are required to achieve the sufficiency and to increase predictability. To compare the performance of a scene-specific priors with a generic primal sketch priors, we use the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve as did in [12] . For sufficiency, we study ROC curves of generic primal sketch priors with different dictionary size D g and a scene-specific prior D p with fixed size dictionary size 10, 000. The general training data are uniformly sampled from 100 natural images and the scene-specific training data are sampled from several representative frames of a high resolution video sequence. About 10, 000 testing samples are randomly sampled from another video sequence of the same scene and the low resolution patches are simulated by down-sampling the high resolution frames. The ROC characteristics of D g and D p are evaluated on test samples. For a given matching error e, the hit rate h is the percentage of test data whose matching errors are less than e. Each test sample p's matching error is defined by a metric between and it nearest neighbor p l in the training data as
The prediction takes the following steps:
• Step 1: Find all those test samples whose nearest neighbor matching error is below a threshold (0.1 in the paper).
• The prediction error is define as:
The ROC curves demonstrate the tradeoff between hit rate and matching error. We can see from figure 2 that the ROC curves for the scene-specific dictionary needs fewer samples and saturates very quickly compared with general dictionary. Therefore, scene-specific dictionary outperforms the general dictionary in terms of both nearest-neighbor search and high resolution prediction.
Spatio-Temporal Constraint
To make the super-resolution video sequence smooth, we use the Conditional Random Field (CRF) model [7] to enforce spatio-temporal constraints. With this framework, the problem of video super-resolution is posed as finding the high resolution video V H that maximizes the conditional probability P(V H |V L , D), given the input low resolution video V L and the scene-specific dictionary D. The conditional probability is typically defined by a set of potential functions ψ(c; Λ) as follows:
where G is the undirected graph defining the spatio-temporal dependencies among frame patches, C(G) is the set of cliques in the graph, Λ is the parameter set of the CRF model, and
is the partition function that normalizes the probability distribution. Generally, a potential function takes the form ψ(c; Λ) = exp(λ c f (c)). We construct the undirected graph as follows. Each node ik in the graph G corresponds to a primitive patch p ik from a video frame k; each edge connects either two overlapping patches in the same frame (spatial edge), or two overlapping patches (p ik , p jm ), where m = k −1, k +1 in adjacent frames (temporal edge) (See Figure 3) . The temporal edges are determined by computing the optical flows between current frame k and adjacent frames k − 1, k + 1. Three types of cliques are defined on the graph: (1) single node clique that is composed of each node i only, (2) spatial edge clique that is formed by a spatial edge, and (3) temporal edge clique that contains a temporal edge from the graph. For these cliques, we define the following three potential functions: (1) The potential function defined on single node cliques
where p ik is the patch at location i in frame k, p l r(ik) is a low frequency patch in dictionary D, whose corresponding high frequency patch p h r(ik) is to be used to add upon p ik in constructing the high resolution video frame k, and d 1 (., .) is the Sum of Squared Differ-ence (SSD) between the two image patches. This potential function serves to assign the high frequency patch from the dictionary that is the most similar to p ik . (2) The potential function defined on spatial edge cliques
where SE(ik) denotes the set of nodes connected by spatial edges to node ik, p h r(ik) , p h r( jk ) are the high resolution patches from dictionary D assigned to the nodes ik and jk, respectively, and d 2 (., .) is the SSD of the overlapping region between the two image patches. This potential function enforces spatial compatibility by encouraging the assignment of similar high resolution patches to neighboring nodes. (3) The potential function defined on temporal edge cliques
where T E(ik) denotes the set of nodes connected by temporal edges to node ik, and d 3 (., .) is the SSD of the overlapping region between the two image patches after the motion compensation based on optical follows. This potential function enforces temporal compatibility by encouraging the assignment of similar high resolution patches to the overlapping nodes between adjacent video frames. Substituting the above potential functions into Eq. (3), we have
where N is the total number of frames in the input video V L , F(k) denotes the set of primitive patches in frame k, and λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 are the weights that control the relative importance of each potential function.
Finding the global maximum of (7) is not trivial. If there are totally C primitives in the low resolution frame and M pairs of training examples, the solution space is as huge as M C ! A greedy algorithm which sequentially updates each high resolution patch can only find local optimum. Instead, we select K-nearest matching pairs from the dictionary for each low resolution primitive and use Belief Propagation [9] to approximate the global maximum by iteratively selecting high resolution patch from the K candidates. To show how the spatio-temporal constraint can improve the results, we zoom into a region of two adjacent frames shown in figure 4 . As observed from the images, smoother solutions are obtained by adding spatio-temporal constraints.
Results
We applied the algorithm on three video clips. The first one is taken by a SONY video camcorder. The scene in this sequence is a static plant. We rotate and zoom-in-out the camera to avoid planar motion. It would be hard for the reconstruction-based method to align this sequence since the objects have irregular shape, i.e. leaves. To simulate the hybrid camera and do evaluation, we shot the video at high resolution 720 × 480. We pick a high resolution image once every 15 frames and reduce the resolution of the rest Two adjacent low resolution frames. to 240 × 160. Approximately 10, 000 primitives are extracted from every high resolution frame to create the scene-specific dictionary. Next, those low resolution frames are processed so that their resolution is increased three times in both dimensions using the temporally adaptive scene-specific dictionary. Figure 5 shows the result for three frames from the plant sequence. It can be seen that our method outperforms the Bi-cubic interpolation by recovering sharp details of the scene. The second clip is taken by the same camcorder but capturing a moving human face. This time, since the relative motion between the object and the camera is non-rigid, accurate motion estimation is hard and a large face dictionary is required to produce good results. However, by using scene-specific dictionary, the spatial resolution is increased three times in both directions, which reveals the high frequency details on the face, as shown in figure 6 . We did our last experiment using a SONY USB web camera. This camera can take 30 frames/s video with 320 × 240 spatial resolution and still pictures with 640 × 480 spatial resolution. We shot a 200-frame keyboard video sequence by alternating the two modes. For each 320 × 240 frame, we also down-sampled it to 160 × 120 and applied the super-resolution algorithm to increase its resolution four times in both dimensions. The results for this sequence are shown in figure 7.
Conclusions
We summarize our work as follows: a video super-resolution algorithm has been proposed based on previous primal sketch image hallucination. The proposed method has two main contributions. First, we combine the information from cameras with different spatial-temporal resolution by constructing scene-specific dictionary from high resolution image of the scene. Thus, our prior is domain-specific and performs better than the general dictionary built from generic images. Second, we integrate the spatio-temporal constraint into our super-resolution algorithm using Conditional Random Field (CRF) to obtain smooth and continuous super-resolved videos. Encouraging results are obtained for various video sequences captured using different cameras. For practical applications, our method can be used to enhance cell phone videos and design novel video coding algorithms. 
